
Significant 80s Vol 4 - Spire Sound Pack 

 

Product info: Proudly presenting the fourth release of the successful Significant 80s series for Spire.  

This product is taking the levels of Spire sound capabilities to a higher territory, emphasizing on the realistic 

emulation of vintage analog & digital synthesis, the presets are faithfully emulated & inspired by real hardware 

synthesizers.  

The Significant 80s project is all about Hauntology genre, as an experience of hypnotizing our senses by listening & 

enjoying a track from the past decades, but it doesn’t belong to that timeline!  

The overall feel of the sounds in this pack is bright-full, optimistic & nostalgic, which is the contrary to subgenres 

like Cyberpunk. This pack focuses on the Retrofuturism – a futuristic vibe of Hypnagogic Pop [H-Pop] music derived 

from a retrospective establishment – suitable for wider range of music genres, from Electro-House to EDM & 

Riddim.  

The presets are ranging from basses to vibrant keys, Sci-Fi pads & top-notch synths, all presets are labeled, 

categorized* and assigned to all Macros, capable to tweak the sound to reach a totally different sonic structure, and 

that indeed provides a complete, professional morphable preset library to fulfill the nowadays music production 

demands.  

The Full Pack products comes with samples as well as 5 pro grade song kits, mastered by a truly dearest friend, the 

brilliant & super multi-talent Maya Jovanovic who also made the visual artworks.  

Each song kit has its content (Midi, Audio stems, Presets) organized in convenient folder structure.  

 

Product details:  

Presets:   130 + 40**  

Preset categories:  Basses   (32) 

   FX  (04) 

   Keys  (22) 

   Leads  (10) 

   Pads  (18) 

   Seq/Arp (11) 

   Synths  (33) 

Samples:  80 samples (Including drums, voice snippets, SFX & loops) 

Song Kits:  5  (each kit has its own Midi, Audio & preset files) 

 

* Preset categorizing feature is only available in Spire v1.5  

** (Used in song kits, based on the original presets but may vary) 


